Ultraviolet Nanoimprint Lithography Fabrication Ordered
Nanostructures
fabrication of zero-mode waveguide by ultraviolet ... - fabrication of zero-mode waveguide by ultraviolet
nanoimprint lithography lift-off process junichi wada1, shou ryu1, yuji asano1, taro ueno2, takashi funatsu2,
fabrication of metallic antenna arrays using nanoimprint ... - fabrication of metallic antenna arrays
using nanoimprint lithography by yu-wei lin b.s. national taiwan university of science and technology, 2010
large scale ultraviolet-based nanoimprint lithography - large scale ultraviolet-based nanoimprint
lithography b. vratzov, a. fuchs, m. lemme, w. henschel, and h. kurz advanced microelectronic center aachen amica, amo ... soft stamp uv-nanoimpr int lithography for fabrication of ... - soft stamp uv-nanoimpr int
lithography for fabrication of laser diodes jukka viheriälä, milla-riina vilja nen, juha kontio, tomi leinonen, juha
tommila, mihail dumitrescu, tapio niemi, markus pessa the fabrication of a flexible mold for high
resolution ... - molding (pam)—for high resolution soft ultraviolet nanoimprint lithography (soft uv-nil). in
pam, enhanced master ﬁlling is achieved by applying an external pressure during the mold fabrication process.
flexible molds, fabricated with pam using different pressures in the range of 10–90 kpa, are compared to
determine the role of pressures applied in the imprint performance. (some ﬁgures ... nanoimprint
lithography - physik-department, tum - the fabrication methods of the state of the art in university and
industry are the optical lithography (ol) and the electron beam lithography (ebl). the ol process is briefly shown
in figure 1. a substrate (sio 2/si) is covered by a photosensitive polymer which changes its chemical
characteristics while exposing to ultraviolet (uv) light. a ol-mask which normally consists of glass covered with
... soft uv nanoimprint lithography and its applications - lithography (il), etc., cannot cope with all the
practical demands of industrial applications with respect to high resolution, high throughput, low cost, large
area, and patterning on non-flat and curved surface. therefore, new high volume nanomanufacturing
technology strongly needs to be exploited and developed so as to meet the tremendous requires of rapid
growing markets. nanoimprint ... nanoimprint lithography - the past, the present and the future nanoimprint lithography techniques which are mainly base on thermal treatment, ultraviolet light exposure,
laser light irradiation or electro chemical reaction. the machining mechanism and components of major
nanoimprinting methods are described. a technical comparison of these methods is presented through the
analysis of their state-of-the-art research advances. moreover, the advanced ... nanoimprint lithography:
toward functional photonic crystals - nanoimprint lithography: toward functional photonic crystals paola
lova and cesare soci abstract in this chapter we review the use of nanoimprint lithography and its derivative
soft-lithography techniques for the fabrication of functional photonic crystals. nanoimprint is aviable, scalable,
and cost-effective solution for large area patterning ... three-dimensional patterning using ultraviolet
curable ... - three-dimensional patterning using ultraviolet curable nanoimprint lithography by khairudin
mohamed a thesis submitted in partial fulﬁllment of the requirements for the degree of doctor of philosophy in
electrical and computer engineering at the university of canterbury, christchurch, new zealand. october 2009.
for my beloved family... abstract although a large number of works on nanoimprint ... replication of photonic
crystals by soft ultraviolet ... - nanoimprint lithography assisted by ultraviolet photopolymerization through
a soft elastomer-based mold is applied to the fabrication of silicon-on-insulator slab photonic crystals for
optical wavelengths.
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